These grades should be predicted or achieved.

You can check our contextual data criteria on our website.

For IB, we are looking for 36 points with a grade 6 in HL Biology and Chemistry.

An example of our MMI discussions can be found on our website.

You will be given plenty of opportunities to talk about your skills and experiences during the MMI process.

The BMAT testing dates for 2021 entry are:

05/09/2020
04/11/2020

See admissions testing services website for more details.

Applicants without contextual data must score at least a 3 in both sections 1 and 2 and a 2.5 C in section 3 to proceed to the next stage.

For the 2019/2020 admissions cycle applicants with two contextual data flags (who met the BMAT threshold and academic grades) were offered an interview regardless of their cumulative BMAT score!

For 2021 entry we have 193 places. If you are unsuccessful, reflect on your application and try again next year!

Resilience is a key skill of a successful medical student and doctor.

WWW.BSMS.AC.UK

RESOURCES: bit.ly/resource17